
WILL THE KALININGRAD BLOCKADE LEAD TO WAR? 

Let me begin with an update on the Ukraine war, which started all these sanctions against Russia. Dan 
Parson at The Drive.com’s War Zone site begins with a list of all the military equipment Germany has or is 
scheduled to deliver to Ukraine. It’s considerable, but brings up this issue: 

  

Supplies continue to roll into Ukraine from countries in Europe. Most recently, a shipment of 35 
Slovenian M80A infantry fighting vehicles (IFVs) arrived by train on their way to reinforce Ukrainian 
forces fighting in the east. The vehicles are armed with 20mm cannons and anti-tank guided missiles. 

  

They also represent yet another vehicle design added to an already eclectic mix of armored 
vehicles streaming into Ukraine from European military warehouses chock full of Cold War-era 
equipment... While Ukraine welcomes all donations of military aid, it remains to be seen how the 
country might organize, maintain and support the disparate designs it will have in its inventory if the 
war concludes in Kyiv’s favor. 

 

 
The US is also sending in Harpoon surface to surface missiles which are capable of taking out ships in 
the Black Sea, and the HIMARS mobile guided rocket system with a range of up to 50 miles. 

 

 
The heaviest fighting is still going on in Severodonetsk and in a few other cities in the Donbas each 
suffering under the constant withering artillery fire of the Russians, using their favorite tactic of leveling 
cities that resist their control: 

  

Combat in the Donbas and Kherson regions is so fierce that the resulting conflagrations are visible to 
NASA’s space-based fire-detection sensors... In Lysychansk, Russian forces continue shelling 
industrial and residential areas with overwhelming firepower, inflicting “catastrophic damage” to the 
city. Similar destruction was visited on Avdiivka, in the Donetsk Oblast, where Russian rockets struck 
a school. 

  

Having held out for weeks against punishing Russian artillery and armored assaults, Ukrainian forces 
continue to fight off the Russians in the industrial area of Severodonetsk. Video posted to social 
media shows Ukrainian troops engaged in urban fighting with small arms and rocket-propelled 
grenades. 

  

In Kharkiv, in northeast Ukraine, Russian forces continued shelling civilian infrastructure by blowing 
the roof off a metro station and destroying at least one train. 

 

 
Then there’s the explosive situation in Lithuania as the EU decided that all EU countries must enforce 
the sanctions against certain Russian goods being transported through NATO territory. Since last Friday, 
Lithuania has blocked about 50% of goods traveling by rail from Russia to Kaliningrad through Lithuania. 

  

Political rhetoric between Russia and Europe heated up over the weekend as Lithuania blocked 
Moscow from using its railway system to ship goods to the military enclave of Kaliningrad. Russia 
retained possession of the territory between Poland and Lithuania on the Baltic Sea when the Soviet 
Union collapsed. 

 

 
Russia actually kept Kaliningrad after conquering Poland in WWII and the Allies let them keep it following 
the disastrous promises FDR made to Stalin at Yalta. The West let Russia keep Kaliningrad a second 
time after the phony collapse of the Soviet Union, which they didn’t have to do. It should have been 
permitted to be free like the other Soviet states. 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/ukraine-situation-report-germany-discloses-full-list-of-military-aid?utm_source=War+Zone+Wire&utm_campaign=68dfa7f0a1-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_01_26_08_22_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_51665f3aba-68dfa7f0a1-180211545
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/01/himars-what-are-the-advanced-rockets-us-is-sending-ukraine


 

 
But Kaliningrad is a strategic military enclave on the northern border of Poland, and harbors not only the 
main Russian Baltic Fleet but also many offensive weapons aimed at NATO countries like the Kinzhal air-
launched ballistic missiles and nuclear-capable Iskander short and medium range missiles. 

 

 
Lithuania signed a treaty in 1993 with Russia to allow Russia rail and truck access over Lithuanian 
territory unimpeded, which Russia is now complaining about since the blockade began last Friday. But 
Russia also violated its treaty with Ukraine where it promised to respect the territorial integrity. The West, 
for its part, reneged on its promise not to expand NATO—something they never intended to keep, 
knowing that it would create future conflict which the West wants in its quest to force nations into a NWO. 

 

 
Russia is threatening dire consequences, hinting at military action, but they can’t fully handle Ukraine, let 
alone invade a NATO country like Lithuania which would trigger the entire Article V NATO defense 
pact. Russia Today had this analysis of “What Kaliningrad blockade means for Russia.” 

  

Lithuania blocked the rail transit of some Russian goods to the country’s Kaliningrad Region on 
Saturday. Vilnius [Capitol of Lithuania] explained the move by stating that the goods in question were 
sanctioned by the EU in connection with the conflict in Ukraine, and therefore can no longer pass 
through the bloc's territory even if they travel from one part of Russia to another. 

  

Its position in the heart of Europe enables it to easily deliver Russian goods to any part of the EU. As 
a territory which belongs to Russia [by conquest only] but is geographically separated from the rest of 
the country, it should be granted full access to and from "mainland" Russia under international law. 
Therefore, some analysts suggest that Lithuania’s move to block Russia’s access to its own territory 
could, to some extent, be considered a ‘casus belli’ – a cause for the declaration of war. 

  

Is the transit of all goods blocked? No, only the goods sanctioned by Brussels were denied passage. 
Among them are crude oil and oil products, coal, metals, construction materials, advanced 
technology, glassware, some foods and fertilizers, plus alcohol. According to the region's governor, 
Anton Alikhanov, the ban means that as much as 50% of all goods destined for Kaliningrad could be 
blocked. 

 

 
But none of these can be considered “essential to life” in Kaliningrad like Food and medicine. Russia still 
has open access to the Baltic Sea and can bypass the sanctions with little extra effort. Passenger trains 
from Russia through Lithuania were halted back in early April, but four major Russian airlines maintain 
Moscow-Kaliningrad flights. Sea ferries are also available through the Baltic. 

 

 
Nevertheless, there is a chorus of conservative pundits claiming the sanctions blockade of Kaliningrad 
pushes us closer to WWIII. Even a British general declared that the UK must prepare to go to war with 
Russia. 

 

 
Yes, Britain should be prepared to go to war with Russia but not because it is going to be anything similar 
to Ukraine. All countries in the West have to be prepared to intercept Russia’s huge inventory of nuclear 
weapons which will be what’s different. If anything the West has learned from the war in Ukraine it is that 
Russia doesn’t have any hesitation to destroy cities that resist. But, it won’t be constant artillery barrages 
as in Ukraine destroying military and civilian targets, but a barrage of intermediate nuclear Iskander 
missiles from Kaliningrad that is the real threat to British cities if the West does not succumb to Russian 
threats. Russia’s ICBMs will be reserved for decapitating the US and British military. 

https://www.rt.com/business/557484-explainer-kaliningrad-lithuania-blockade/


 

 
And even that won’t happen until China is ready to join Russia in attacking the West, because Russia 
can’t possibly occupy Britain or Europe even if it destroyed all NATO’s military—which is unlikely. China 
has the military manpower to occupy where Russia does not. As I said in a prior brief, with Russia and 
China, its either all or none as to use of nuclear weapons. There won’t ever be any token strike to 
threaten or blackmail the West. A token strike would demand massive nuclear retaliation. Russia’s only 
military advantage is in its quantity and quality of offensive missiles. That’s how the next big war is going 
to start and not before. 

 


